FBG-based sensorized light pipe for robotic intraocular illumination facilitates bimanual retinal microsurgery.
In retinal surgery, microsurgical instruments such as micro forceps, scissors and picks are inserted through the eye wall via sclerotomies. A handheld intraocular light source is typically used to visualize the tools during the procedure. Retinal surgery requires precise and stable tool maneuvers as the surgical targets are micro scale, fragile and critical to function. Retinal surgeons typically control an active surgical tool with one hand and an illumination source with the other. In this paper, we present a "smart" light pipe that enables true bimanual surgery via utilization of an active, robot-assisted source of targeted illumination. The novel sensorized smart light pipe measures the contact force between the sclerotomy and its own shaft, thereby accommodating the motion of the patient's eye. Forces at the point of contact with the sclera are detected by fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors on the light pipe. Our calibration and validation results demonstrate reliable measurement of the contact force as well as location of the sclerotomy. Preliminary experiments have been conducted to functionally evaluate robotic intraocular illumination.